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Deterrence, Firearm Arrests, and Subsequent Shootings: A Micro-Level Spatio-Temporal Analysis

Brian R. Wyant, Ralph B. Taylor, Jerry H. Ratcliffe and Jennifer Wood

Do police firearm arrests reduce later shootings in nearby locations and in the days immediately following the arrest? This question is examined at a more detailed level than in previous work in order to better describe the spatio-temporal dynamics linking these two event types. All firearm arrests ($n = 5,687$) and shootings ($n = 5,870$) in Philadelphia from 2004 to 2007 were ana-
lyzed using a modified Knox close-pair method. Following a firearm arrest shootings declined significantly 28–47% up to a couple of blocks away. These significant declines, however, lasted for just a few days. Overall, results suggest police firearm suppression effects occur, may extend up to two blocks away from a firearm arrest, but also are short-lived. Potential implications for deterrence are discussed.

**Keywords**  deterrence; firearm violence; policing; space—time clustering

**Introduction**

Do arrests for illegally carried firearms suppress later firearm violence? Moore (1980) was one of the first to argue that illegal firearm carrying bred violence and that it was reasonable to expect that carrying a firearm into public places increased the likelihood of lethal violence. Therefore proactive strategies—confiscating illegally carried firearms by maximizing the number of police—citizen contacts, ensuing frisks, and/or ensuing searches of pedestrians or automobiles to increase detection of illegally carried firearms—seem like reasonable and effective police aims for preventing firearm violence (Kleck, 1991; Moore, 1980).

Several published studies have found that enforcing laws forbidding carrying concealed weapons without a permit deters illegal firearm carrying and subsequent shootings (Cohen & Ludwig, 2003; McGarrell, Chermak, Weiss, & Wilson, 2001; Moore, 1980; Sherman & Rogan, 1995; Villaveces et al., 2000). Important questions about and limitations of this work, however, remain.

Previous work has not yet explored the spatio-temporal relationships between firearm arrests and later levels of shootings using a micro-level analysis. For the purposes of this research micro-level spatio-temporal means small scale or fine-grained associations in space and time, on the order of hundreds of feet and days, such an analysis is conducted here. Looking at these links in a more disaggregated form may align the examination more closely with the corresponding police and offender dynamics. Further, Berk and MacDonald (2009) have noted "crime can vary at more micro levels in interesting and important ways" and capturing fine-grained spatial and temporal variation in crime may "ultimately contribute to theory development" (972). Specifically, the current research examines micro-level spatio-temporal links between earlier police arrests for illegal possession of a firearm and later shootings, from 2004 through 2007, in Philadelphia. The goal is to learn whether firearm arrests are associated with fewer nearby shootings in the period immediately following compared to a null hypothesis of no spatio-temporal association between the two event types.

**Conceptual Framework**

Emphasizing the enforcement of laws forbidding carrying concealed weapons without a permit by increasing the number of firearms police seize may not
only temporarily incapacitate those who may criminally use a firearm, but also has the potential to act as a deterrent to those illegally carrying a firearm or considering doing so (general deterrence) (Nagin, 1978, 1998). The latter effect may work through either an increased police presence and/or the spread of information about arrests. If arresting people for illegally carrying firearms reduces shootings and that link depends not only on incapacitation but also general deterrence processes, and the latter are socially and spatially limited, then shootings should decline in locations near where there has been at least one arrest for illegally carrying firearms for at least a short time after the arrest. Therefore, it is appropriate to consider previously cited limitations in deterrence work, and how deterrence issues intersect with questions about temporal and spatial aggregation and disaggregation, and how deterrence theorizing suggests what localized social processes may underlie the effectiveness of directed patrolling.

Research has recognized that the findings of deterrence studies are "sensitive to the levels of spatial aggregation" (Chamlin, Grasmick, Bursik, & Cochran, 1992, p. 379). Since at least 1973, Cousineau has warned that areal units used in ecological deterrence research are often too large to be homogeneous social units and even smaller units of analysis are sometimes heterogeneous. Furthermore, these fixed boundaries may conflate or not capture the distribution of homogenous social units, which he argued is desirable for ecological deterrence research (Cousineau, 1973). Kane (2006) adds "the identification of the spatial unit of aggregation that best estimates the potential for the transmission of sanction-related information via social networking across territorial areas" (190) is paramount to ecological deterrence research.

Chamlin et al. (1992) also argued that large, often heterogeneous units are inappropriate for testing the ability of police to deter crime. The transmission of information concerning police activity to potential offenders is most likely to be conveyed within neighborhoods rather than within larger areal aggregations (Bursik, Grasmick, & Chamlin, 1990). Further, Mastrofski, Weisburd, and Braga (2010) noted there is "considerable variation within the larger geographic spaces" police organize their activities (251). They hoped that attention to these micro-variations "will yield substantial gains" in determining the effectiveness of police action on crime (Mastrofski et al., 2010, p. 251). Even with the knowledge that risks of punishment vary across spatial units the degree of variation within these spatial units "is an empirical question" (Bursik et al., 1990, p. 434).

Temporal variation is relevant as well. The appropriate temporal level of aggregation should match the dynamics implicit in processes triggering deterrence; unfortunately, deterrence theory provides very "little guidance" in the selection of the lag (Bursik et al., 1990, p. 436). Thus far ecological deterrence impacts have been found to appear in very short order, for example within a day (D’Alessio & Stolzenberg, 1998) or three months (Taylor et al., 2009), but not when a lag of a year is used (Greenberg, Kessler, & Logan, 1979).
In short, theoretical consideration about the spatial heterogeneity of policing activities in a location, and the work in ecological deterrence suggesting such processes can happen on short time or spatial scales, drives attention to more micro-level dynamics. There are additional theoretical considerations also directing attention to the micro-level. These concern the role of indirect experience learned from others in one’s social network.

Risk perceptions will be based not only on one’s own experiences, but also those in one’s social networks (Cook, 1979). Others have drawn similar conclusions. A study of burglary offenders for example revealed they in part calculated their risk of apprehension through not only their own experiences but also via social networks (Parker & Grasmick, 1979).

More recently, Stafford and Warr’s (1993) reconceptualization of deterrence theory made similar points. Specifically for illegal firearm carrying, Stafford and Warr (1993) argued that direct experience with apprehension and punishment for various crimes might diminish future illegal firearm carrying. If one consistently commits crimes without being detected, however, and/or hears about others who have done so, he or she may feel more confident in illegally carrying a firearm. The same holds true with indirect experiences with punishment and punishment avoidance. Offenders might know others who have been arrested or people who have committed crimes and were not detected, thereby influencing the offender’s perceptions of apprehension and thus their own behaviors.

Policing Illegal Firearm Carrying

The empirical work linking earlier police actions and later crimes is quite diverse. It focuses on a broad range of police actions, including firearm carrying itself, and often relies on some type of ecological deterrence model (Cousineau, 1973). The ecological deterrence literature is far more extensive than presented here, and includes studies examining deterrence at the city level with a year lag (Greenberg & Kessler, 1982; Greenberg, Kessler, & Logan, 1981; Greenberg et al., 1979) or a day lag (D’Alessio & Stolzenberg, 1998), as well as some work at the police district level (Taylor et al., 2009). Further, geographically targeted policing has been found to be associated with reduced crime across a wide range of offenses, even though the impacts may be short-lived (Skogan & Frydl, 2004). That work is not reviewed in detail here given its scope and perhaps limited relevance, and in light of the size of the spatial and temporal units used in the current work. The broader theoretical frame within which that work is conducted is nonetheless examined and extended later in the section.

Perhaps the most widely known study of the effectiveness of directed police patrol and firearm seizures to reduce shootings was conducted by Sherman and Rogan (1995) in Kansas City, MO. It is presented in detail, as are two others that sought to replicate it. Concerns and limitations are then noted. Using a
quasi-experimental design Sherman and Rogan (1995) tested whether greater enforcement of laws prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons would reduce shootings. Beginning 7 July 1992, and ending 27 January 1993, the Kansas City Police department deployed extra patrol officers in a target beat (0.64 square miles) with a homicide rate several times the national average. Before the intervention, during the first six months of 1992 there were 46 firearms seized in the target beat. By contrast, in the last six months of 1992 with directed patrol of firearm hotspots, there were 76 firearm seizures (Sherman & Rogan, 1995). The increased firearm seizures was accompanied by a decrease in firearm crime, specifically, 86 firearm crimes were reported during the six months of intervention compared to 169 in the preceding six months, nearly a 50% decline.

An attempted replication in Indianapolis in 1996 used a pre-posttest quasi-experimental design with a non-equivalent control group (McGarrell et al., 2001). The two treatment beats with some of the highest rates of drug distribution, violent, and property crimes received directed patrol and additional officers. Researchers compared changes in the number of firearm seizures and firearms-related violent crime for the 90-day period during directed patrol with the same 90-day period in the prior year (McGarrell et al., 2001). Important design differences between the Kansas City and Indianapolis study included using two target beats (north and east) rather than one, and a much larger treatment area, approximately four times larger than the target beat in the Kansas City study.

During the intervention a total of 42 firearms were seized in the north target area and 45 firearms in the east target area, representing, respectively, 8% and 50% increases compared to the same period a year previous. In the north beat, firearm crimes decreased by 29%, other firearm assaults and armed robberies dropped 40%, and homicides decreased from seven to one compared to the same 90-day period the previous year. In the other target area, the east beat, there was a decrease in homicide compared to the same period a year previous, from four to zero, but total firearm crimes increased (McGarrell et al., 2001).

The second attempted replication took place in Pittsburgh. Two of the city’s six patrol zones received extra evening patrols for a 14-week span during the fall of 1998. Police in the intervention areas worked proactively, focusing on the detection of illegally carried firearms and not responding to citizen calls for service. The two intervention patrol zones were about nine square miles each with approximately 55,000 and 80,000 residents, and had the highest crime rates in Pittsburgh. Seeking to avoid using control areas located elsewhere, directed police patrols only occurred Wednesday through Saturday within the target areas permitting the comparison of treatment and control days within the same locations (Cohen & Ludwig, 2003). Daily time-series analysis showed treatment days associated with reductions in both shots fired (34%) as reported to police and hospital-treated assault gunshot injuries (71%).
During the treatment days \((14 \times 4 = 56)\) two firearms were confiscated in one patrol zone, 12 in the other (Cohen & Ludwig, 2003).

Conclusions, Limitations, and an Extended Conceptual Framework for the Link

What conclusions are suggested by these works on police patrol-based firearm interdiction? Studies of intensive police patrol in areas with high levels of shootings have produced results suggesting intensive patrol in places with high violent crime rates may reduce shootings (Koper & Mayo-Wilson, 2006). Sherman (2001) has argued that uniformed patrol of firearm hot spots is one of only a few strategies aimed at reducing firearm violence that is known to "work" (17).

How solid is this conclusion? This group of studies has weaknesses. Koper and Mayo-Wilson in their 2006 systematic review on the impact of police crackdowns on illegal firearm carrying and firearm crime noted that the "inferences are limited" due to a "small number of available trials (which were not all independent), variability in study design and analytical strategies, and the absence of randomized trials" (248). Of course study proponents such as Sherman (2003) have argued that great care was taken to make comparison areas comparable to control areas to better "draw substantial inferences even without random assignment" (243). But, Koper and Mayo-Wilson (2006) have cautioned that the target areas and comparison areas may differ in significant ways. Further, Kleck (1997) has noted that in the cases of Kansas City the impressive drop in firearm crime may have been a result of a regression to the mean as pre-experimental firearm violence was unusually high and states it "remains to be seen" whether greater enforcement of laws prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons reduces firearm crime (210).

Perhaps even more importantly, as McGarrell et al. (2001) warned, the causal mechanisms producing the reduction in firearm crime as a result of directed patrol remains unclear. They hoped future studies would "isolate the causal mechanisms of directed patrol initiatives" (145). If the studies had found roughly temporally or spatially corresponding increases in firearms confiscated and decreases in shootings or injuries reported, it would be clear that firearms were being removed and shootings were decreasing correspondingly. Not only were firearm removals generally low in many of these studies, the temporal and spatial parameters of six months/0.64 square miles in Kansas City (Sherman & Rogan, 1995); 90-days/2.79 square miles the North District Indianapolis; 90-days/1.69 square miles in the East District Indianapolis (McGarrell et al., 2001); 14-weeks/8.9 square miles in Patrol Zone One; 14-weeks/9.4 square miles in Patrol Zone Five in Pittsburgh (Cohen & Ludwig, 2003) might have obscured the role of the arrests on later firearm violence. The intensity, length and type of areas required to elicit optimal deterrence
is not clear (Sherman, 1990). On one hand, long-term accumulation of the
deterrence messages over larger areas might best or have the strongest
impacts. On the other hand, perhaps the study areas were too large for
detecting the relevant casual dynamics.

Exploration Framework and Rationale

The conceptual implications are the following. First, when considering the
impacts of police firearm arrests on later shootings it makes sense to focus
on the most immediate socio-spatial surround, because it is through localized
networks that others will learn about firearm arrests. Urban residential street
life is organized on the streetblock basis in the core neighborhoods of older
eastern industrial cities (Taylor, 1997). This suggests an arena around a
shooting with about a 400-foot radius, comparable to a street block’s length.
Of course, residents have social ties off the block and nearby, so impacts
spreading to nearby blocks also may show patterns of decreased shootings
following firearm arrests. Large spatial units might not identify or might con-
flate relevant spatial disparities affecting illegally carried firearms, police
arrests for illegally carried firearms, and shootings occurring within these spa-
tial units. Further, even smaller spatial units developed to portray homoge-
neous populations may still not capture the spatial variation influencing
offender and police behaviors; these dynamics may connect across the spatial
units used because events in one unit may be influenced by dynamics in
nearby but separate spatial units. Unfortunately, the appropriate level of
spatial aggregation to measure dynamics related to offender and police
behavior around shootings is not known. Multiple dynamics might be operat-
ing at different levels.

Second, research has observed deterrence effects taking place within a
day (D’Alessio & Stolzenberg, 1998). Further, as described in the above
dynamics, impacts of more intensive policing action can fade quickly (Ross,
1982). Therefore, data analyzed yearly, quarterly, or monthly may obscure
key features of links between police arrests for illegally carried firearms and
shootings. Therefore it makes sense to concentrate at the scale of days
rather than weeks.

In sum, an investigation at a more micro-level than has previously been
researched may be a valuable complement to earlier studies focusing on illegal
firearm reduction. Despite the mentioned previous studies it is not clear
whether police firearm arrests themselves play a casual role in reducing fire-
arm violence. Examination of the link at a finer spatial and temporal scale
aligns with described localized theoretical processes and may reduce these
ambiguities; the challenge now is to locate a technique that permits the pro-
posed micro-level explorations. The Knox close-pair method can be appropri-
ately adapted for current purposes.
Data and Methodology

The data used in this study were comprised of shootings, including criminal homicides, robberies, and aggravated assaults by firearm, as well as Violations of the Uniform Firearms Act (VUFAs) occurring within the City of Philadelphia from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2007. These data were obtained from the Philadelphia Police Department’s (PPD) Incident Transmittal System (INCT).

The INCT data are primarily the result of two sources, citizen-prompted police response and police-initiated responses. Citizen calls placed to 911 are transmitted to the Philadelphia Police Department’s Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) system where calls are prioritized by seriousness and officers dispatched accordingly. Calls that result in an officer dispatch, and which at the time of the response the officer deems a credible incident are then classified according to the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) system. Unlike calls for service that may generate numerous calls in response to a shooting, the INCT collapses these multiple calls and/or a police-initiated response into a single incident.

In addition to shootings in Philadelphia, the current research also examined arrests for carrying a firearm without a license in Philadelphia. The Pennsylvania Uniform Firearms Act (UFA) introduced in the early 1990s, and subsequently passed in 1995, detailed in part that a person may not carry a firearm in public, concealed on his or her person and in a vehicle, without a valid and lawfully issued license (Title 18, Chapter 61, Section 6106). When an individual breaks at least one of the specific statutes in the UFA, he or she is subject to penalties detailed in the Act. The charges may be referred to as Violations of the Uniform Firearms Act or VUFAs.

Based on INCT data, during the years 2004–2007 there were 5,870 total shootings, 1,152 of which resulted in death (homicide) and 4,718 that did not (aggravated assaults and robberies by firearm). During the same period there were 5,687 total VUFAs (see Table 1).

1. Although some research has highlighted the importance of sentencing enhancements as part of effective law enforcement initiatives to decrease violent crime (e.g. Rosenfeld, Fornango, & Baumer, 2005), arrests alone may still elicit a deterrent effect. It is certainly true that an arrest does not always lead to a conviction and additional sanctions, but the arrest itself arguably constitutes a type of sanction. Further, the arrest follows soonest after a shooting. Survey results of an adult population in three states revealed that most people did not differentiate in terms of the unpleasantness of being arrested, convicted, or incarcerated (Tittle, 1973 as cited in Tittle & Rowe, 1974). Arrests, therefore, with or even without additional sanctions might function as punishments for and potential deterrents to criminal activity. Additionally, the use of arrest data may be more desirable than focusing on the certainty and severity of punishment after an arrest. Kohfeld (1983, p. 460) pointed out potential criminals may know if “arrests occur in their neighborhood” but argued “it is unlikely that criminals know either clearance rates or arrest ratios.” The immediacy of a visible arrest is likely to resonate with potential criminals. The arrest creates a heightened threat of apprehension, whereas potential criminals are likely uninformed about the proportion of those arrested who are ultimately convicted, and about the sanctions arrestees receive. Although arrests may be a suitable measure, future research would be served to consider the sanctions attached to arrest, particularly in light of findings that firearm violence might be decreased as a result of sentencing enhancements (e.g. Rosenfeld et al., 2005).
For the purposes of the current study, shootings were geocoded [assigned (x) and (y) coordinates] to incident locations and VUFAs were geocoded to the street address of the arrest. It was not possible to distinguish between apartments in the same building. Overall, out of a total of 11,557 shootings and VUFAs recorded by the Philadelphia Police from 2004 to 2007 over 99% (11,511) were successfully geocoded. The geocoding hit rate (successfully geocoded) for shootings and VUFAs was well above the 85% threshold suggested by Ratcliffe (2004) as a first estimate of a minimum reliable geocoding rate. Using the standard projected coordinate system for South Pennsylvania (NAD 1983 State Plane Pennsylvania South FIPS 3702 Feet), the locations of each shooting and VUFA were recorded in feet to best facilitate the calculation of Manhattan distances.

### Analytic Method

A spatio-temporal clustering technique was used to determine whether the number of VUFAs and shootings are associated in space and time at a micro-scale, or if VUFAs and shootings are independent of each other. Stated differently, the current investigative method was a new approach to determining whether shootings link to arrests for illegal firearm carrying at the scales of days and hundreds of feet.

The method used in this study draws from the Knox close-pair method, originally used to study the communicability of disease. The Knox method identifies whether an excess of observed event pairs occur more closely in space and time than one would anticipate based on chance (Townsley, Homel, & Chaseling, 2003). The Knox close-pair method, a modified version of which is used here, was first used to identify space-time clusters of childhood

### Table 1 Yearly shooting and VUFA totals: 2004–2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Shooting totals</th>
<th>VUFA totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,384</td>
<td>1,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1,425</td>
<td>1,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1,656</td>
<td>1,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,405</td>
<td>1,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>5,870</td>
<td>5,687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals based on INCT data provided by the Philadelphia Police Department.

2. Two patrol districts, 77 and 92, cover Philadelphia International Airport and Fairmount Park, the latter a large urban park/green space. Both of these differ significantly from the patrol districts because of land use and the lack of residential population (Philadelphia Police Department, 2007) and were therefore excluded from analyzes.
leukemia. In a study of the epidemiology of childhood leukemia, Knox (1964) observed that cases of childhood leukemia clustered in space and time.\(^3\)

Originally the Knox method called for a comparison of the observed values from each cell of the contingency table with the adjusted residual value for each cell. Ratcliffe and Rengert (2008) pointed out, however, that since the Knox method assesses the significance of the departure of observed values in the contingency table from the expected values conditional on the marginal totals, it possibly violates an assumption of independence of observations.

To combat the potential issue of a lack of independence, researchers (see, Johnson & Bowers, 2004a, 2004b; Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008; Townsley et al., 2003) built on the work of Besag and Diggle (1977) using a Monte Carlo simulation to shuffle dates for each event. They randomly shuffled the dates repeatedly (the exact number of times is at the researchers’ discretion but 99 permutations are common) to create a number of contingency tables. For each cell, these shuffles created a distribution of expected values. The observed value for each cell could thus be placed on the distribution of expected values for that cell, generating both an expected ratio (observed values/mean of expected values), and a pseudo-probability with the latter based on the placement of the observed value on the distribution of expected values.

The Knox method can be applied to behavioral or social phenomena following spatio-temporal patterns (Jones & Jones, 2000). For example, research has examined if past burglaries increase probabilities of later burglaries nearby (Townsley et al., 2003) or if past shootings increase chances of future shootings nearby (Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008). More recently, one study to date has examined whether two different types of crime (burglary and theft from motor vehicles) were spatio-temporally connected (Johnson, Summers, & Pease, 2009). When used to study crime, researchers (e.g. Johnson & Bowers, 2004a; Johnson & Bowers, 2004b; Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008; Townsley et al., 2003) have noted the primary benefit of using the Knox method is its ability to test for clustering of events in both space and time. The present work goes beyond the earlier work by testing whether different phenomena, in this case shootings and police arrests for illegally carried firearms, are linked spatio-temporally, using a modified version of the Knox (1964) close-pair method to describe the patterning.

---

\(^{3}\) Knox (1964), in order to identify these interactions in space and time, each childhood leukemia case was paired with every other childhood leukemia case thereby \(N\) cases produce \(N(N - 1)/2\) distinct pairs (Townsley et al., 2003). Spatial and temporal distances between all possible pairs were aggregated into a contingency table where rows and columns listed outlining distances and temporal intervals between each case of childhood leukemia. Examining 185 cases of childhood leukemia in the North of England over a 10-year period, Knox considered cases in a pair close in space if the two events were less than one kilometer apart. Cases in a pair were considered close in time if they occurred within 60 days of each other (Knox, 1964). Next, the number of pairs of childhood leukemia cases considered close spatially and temporally were compared to the expected count if the pairs had been distributed randomly in both space and time. Case pairs exceeded what would be expected under the assumption of random spatio-temporal processes generating random patterns. The non-random arrangements, he concluded, arose from contagion processes (Knox, 1964).
Analysis Plan

Using much of the same logic and methods described above, the current research explores whether there is evidence of space–time clustering of a VUFA and later shootings. The data were analyzed using a C#.NET program originally written by Dr. Jerry H. Ratcliffe to specifically compute multiple simulations of the expected values, and modified for this research. Using C# programming language to create an executable program for Windows, the program, originally created to examine space–time relationships between a single type of phenomenon, was modified to read the data and create an observed matrix of space–time associations among two different types of phenomena, in this case VUFAs and shootings.

The distance parameter is 400 feet and the time parameter two days. The 400-feet increments were selected because the Philadelphia streetscape supports using bandwidths of 400 feet, as many city blocks are approximately 400 feet and street blocks serve as important settings for both crime (Taylor, Gottfredson, & Bower, 1984) and reactions to crime (Taylor, 1997). Turning attention to the selection of the temporal parameters, relatively small time increments (two days) were used as offenders consider the “immediate characteristics of the situation” when contemplating whether to commit a crime (Cusson, 1993, p. 60).4

The 400 feet/two-day increments were extended up to 2,800 feet (approximately one-half mile) and up to 14 days apart. The remaining event pairs with distance and temporal periods greater than 2,800 feet and 14 days are calculated and aggregated in the final column or row.5 This results in a contingency table with 8 columns and 8 rows. Finer increments are not feasible because the resulting cell frequencies are too small.

Given the above discussions about deterrence dynamics, of most interest in these analyses will be cells reflecting just a few days, say up to about a week, and reflecting just two or three blocks, say up to about 1,200 feet.

Once the contingency table is developed and populated, the cell counts are contrasted with the null-hypothesis condition (the expected values based on a random distribution). Contrary to the prior work in the near-repeat framework, the current work seeks to uncover patterns where the observed values of shootings will be lower than the expected values. Additionally, in contrast to

---

4. In order to determine whether the patterns observed were dependent on the cut points chosen additional analyses were conducted (not shown) where the spatial and temporal periods were lengthened and shortened.

5. Research has noted that as the distance intervals increase so does the area covered. Stated differently, a distance of 400 feet from an event encompasses a much smaller area than a distance of 800 feet which encompasses an area more than twice as big as the first interval (Rengert, Piquero, & Jones, 1999; Turner, 1969). The equal radius buffers result in different areas with larger areas allowing more opportunities for events to be present. This potential limitation is not problematic as the Monte Carlo simulation takes into account the base rate differences between areas that shape the observed counts by distance.
traditional near-repeat analyses that generate events pairs by calculating the distance and time between all events, the modified program calculates the distances and elapsed times focusing only on VUFAs that occurred before a shooting. Since it is expected that a VUFA influences the likelihood of later shootings, event pairs between a later VUFA and earlier shootings are not constructed. A finding that the observed number of shootings are less than the expected count every time results in a pseudo p-value of .01. An effect size below one indicates that observed shootings are less likely to occur than expected under a random distribution.

Results

Table 2 shows Knox ratios (observed values over the mean expected value) for VUFA and later shooting pairs analysis across Philadelphia for the years 2004–2007.

Given Maltz’s (1994) discussion of the potential pitfalls of focusing only on statistical significance, observations on the general patterning of the ratios are offered first. The general pattern in Philadelphia of the Knox ratios in the top left of the table—the three closest periods and distances—are theoretically the most relevant.

The three Knox ratios in the top left corner of the table are slightly above one, but the majority of Knox ratios in the top three rows and three left-most columns of the table are below one. Knox ratios below one indicate an under-representation of shootings compared to expected values.

In the first row (1–400 feet), within about a block of the arrest, it appears that shooting incidents continue at around the expected rate very close to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance between events</th>
<th>Days between events</th>
<th>0–2 days</th>
<th>3–4 days</th>
<th>5–6 days</th>
<th>7–8 days</th>
<th>9–10 days</th>
<th>11–12 days</th>
<th>13–14 days</th>
<th>15+ days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–400 ft</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td><strong>0.53</strong></td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401–800 ft</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td><strong>0.72</strong></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801–1200 ft</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td><strong>0.65</strong></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1201–1600 ft</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601–2000 ft</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001–2400 ft</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2401–2800 ft</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801 ft+</td>
<td><strong>0.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.94</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.94</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.93</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Events = 11,511 (VUFA n = 5,652; shooting n = 5,859); event pairs = 17,347,253. *p = .01.
VUFA but incidents decline noticeably after a few days. Specifically, Knox ratios are initial slightly above (non-significant) expected values, but after four days the statistically significant Knox ratio of 0.53 in the 5 to 6 days cell indicates the chance of a shooting incident after a VUFA was about 47% lower than if there were no spatio-temporal connection.

About two blocks away, in the second row (401–800 feet), shooting incidents were initially slightly above one but subsided fairly quickly. Later in the 3–4 day (0.72) cell the Knox ratios dropped significantly below one; therefore following a single VUFA arrest a block to two blocks away shooting incidents after a slight delay were significantly suppressed about 28%.

In the third row (801–1200 feet), two to three block distance from the preceding arrest, Knox ratios were below one, as anticipated. In contrast to the results from the first two rows, however, none of the Knox ratios at this distance in the period immediately following a VUFA were statistically significant.

Another way to describe the pattern is by focusing on the nine top-most, left-most cells, and examining the line separating ratios above one from ratios below one. For the first three distance buffers and the first three periods that line separates ratios into two clear sets of cells and the positioning of the line perhaps traces two competing dynamics. In Philadelphia at least, shootings beget more shootings nearby and soon after (Ratcliffe & Rengert 2008). It is possible that a shooting which preceded the initiating VUFA for each even pair analyzed here had set in motion a “shooting begetting shootings” dynamic whose echo explains these ratios slightly above one. But competing against this dynamic, VUFAs might be creating deterrence, reflected in ratios below one, that progressively encroaches on the first dynamic, eventually, surfacing within a block’s radius.

Stated differently, the initial Knox ratios slightly above one might suggest that police are encountering spates of shooting incidents, the near-repeat phenomenon for shootings identified by Ratcliffe and Rengert (2008), and responding by making firearm arrests. Further, the initial Knox ratios slightly above one might outline the duration and distance of shooting flare-ups; therefore, in the first two days after a VUFA, and up to about two blocks away from the arrest, a diminishing violence flare-up continues in space and in time. Whether the violence flare-up would have been more elevated, or more prolonged, or more spatially extensive without the VUFA, is not known.

Perhaps most importantly for policy and theory, the observed patterns arguably suggest that firearm arrests might play a role in driving down later shootings nearby. The depressed levels of shootings offer support for a deterrence

6. Ratcliffe and Rengert (2008) found a significant over-representation of shooting incidents within 14 days and 400 feet of previous incidents. In contrast to the Ratcliffe and Rengert (2008) study, the current research considered the temporal order of events and also used finer temporal parameters (2 days); thus, it is not clear if a near-repeat pattern would have been discovered by Ratcliffe and Rengert using smaller time intervals or if the near-repeat patterns would be much more pounced when they are closer in time to the initiating incident and wane as time passes.
perspective. Because the depressed levels appear closer in space and time than has been in earlier works, the suggestions of causal dynamics is stronger.

Although many of the Knox ratios throughout the table are below one, because they are not statistically significant at the 0.01 level, as well are not clearly temporally patterned and are farther away in space or time or both, it is unlikely these depressing effects are due to a single firearm arrest. The small but significant string of cells in the 2801+ feet rows was statistically significant in the theoretically expected direction. The significant ratios discovered almost one-half mile away, however, do not likely reflect deterrence as the declines generally appear too far away from the initiating VUFA rather than soon after in the cells in the very small-scale area as theoretically anticipated. The patterning is likely a result of the general spatial patterning of firearm violence throughout the city. In Philadelphia from 2004 to 2007 over half of the shooting incidents analyzed occurred in only seven of the 25 police districts, primarily in portions of North and to a lesser degree West and South Philadelphia. Arrests concentrated in one "hot spot" of violence are paired with the shooting incidents concentrated in other areas of the city that are at least half a mile away.

To summarize, although the observed pattern of non-significantly elevated space–time clustering of shootings soonest after and closest to the initiating arrest is initially the reverse of anticipated, it may be consistent with what is known about near-repeat patterns of shootings, and eventually there does appear to be a rather abrupt drop in shootings—at least for a time—as theoretically predicted.7

Discussion

The section below offers potential explanations regarding the observed patterns of VUFAs and shootings in relationship to deterrence theory and incapacitation.

7. Prior research has demonstrated that police and criminal responses to arrests may vary under different community conditions (Klinger, 1997; Kohfeld & Sprague, 1990; Smith, 1986). Therefore, additional analyses were conducted separately by each of the six city police divisions in Philadelphia to explore possible variation in the patterns uncovered across different sections of the city. The varying community composition and violence levels found in each division, however, did not considerably alter the results. Conducting analyses by police divisions potentially introduces the analytic concern of edge effects but performing only a city level analysis may mask variation occurring in different parts of the city. Hence, analyses are conducted across both the entire city and by police divisions. The portion of the analysis that examines whether or not results are replicated across differing parts of the city is in part dependent on the construction of the areas under study. Although the use of different boundaries within the city may result in different findings, the use of very small boundaries is not feasible as the cell frequencies are not large enough to conduct the analysis. Additionally, the use of an event-centered conception of location and multiple microspatial increments within these given boundaries may best capture underlying dynamics that may influence offender and police behavior, thus assuaging this concern. However, an important next step for future research is to better determine the spatial complexity of the relationships between firearms arrests and subsequent shootings by better situating the events in smaller and better defined geographies to highlight the social ecological contexts within which these events occurred.
Perhaps the most important practical implication of the current results comes from the finding that, after a short temporal and spatial lag, shootings drop significantly below expected levels within about a week and within a block or two from the initial arrest. This finding could support the idea that a firearms arrests suppressed later shootings. Although the Knox ratios were initially slightly above one (top left corner of table), the decline in shootings after a VUFA is what would be expected with a fading of a near-repeat shooting phenomenon. Having the ratios dip significantly below their expected level is in line with a deterrence model. Soon after and close to a firearms arrest, the chances of a subsequent shooting incident were about 25–50% less than expected if the events were not spatio-temporally related.

Generally, studies have not been explicit about how much time must pass before an arrest affects later criminal activity, or about the strength of those associations. This confusion was noted by Cousineau (1973), and work since then has suggested deterrent temporal lags of a day to a year, depending on the unit of analysis.

Instead of a VUFA prompting an immediate decline, fewer shootings appeared to show up a short time later. Specifically, the patterns suggested that significant effects of an illegal firearms arrest on later shootings did not materialize for approximately two days. Why the lagged or sleeper effect?

Assuming deterrent effects are mechanisms leading to the decline, the delay may represent the time needed for information about police actions to reach others in nearby locations (Stafford & Warr, 1993). Alternatively, if near-repeat shooting dynamics (Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008) were operating locally in relationship to an even earlier (unmeasured here) shooting that led to the VUFA in the first place, those dynamics may have taken time to dissipate. Further work can hopefully investigate which process better explains the lag structure.

So significant suppression of later shootings following a VUFA appeared. But how long did suppression last? Although past work has demonstrated that ecological deterrence effects from police crackdown actions per se are often short-lived (Ross, 1982; Sherman, 1990), there is still considerable ambiguity about the longevity of these deterrence effects. Here, shootings remained under-represented for about a four-day period in the nearest/closest cells. Non-significant Knox ratios below one in some cases extended up to ten days but with increasing time and distance causal possibilities become clouded. Thus two to six days may represent the approximate time span in which shootings are clearly suppressed following a VUFA. The long-term prevention implications for effort levels needed in programs centered on police seizing illegal firearm are both troubling daunting. The temporally lagged appearance of Knox ratios nearby significantly below one might be evidence that incapacitative effects were not responsible for the patterns seen here. Removing a dangerous individual may reduce local tensions and shootings in a small-scale area. It is less likely, however, to be associated with a reduction in shootings over a much wider area. Incapacitative effects, given the small sized buffers used
here, arguably should have produced more immediate and spatially narrower impacts.

In addition to exploring the amount of time that must pass before an arrest affects later shootings, the current research sought to clarify the spatial patterning. In Philadelphia, from three to six days after the VUFA, two Knox ratios were significantly below one. In the 5–6 days and 1–400 cell as well as the 3–4 days and 401–800 feet buffer shooting were below expected values; approximately the equivalent of a city block or two from the initial arrest.

Because the lower-than-expected shootings were well patterned only in a small area, there may be theoretical implications. If one assumes deterrence dynamics were operative, one might rule out deterrence via the dissemination of a threat estimate through media outlets. The information did not appear to reach a wider audience than local social networks alone would permit. Instead, the localized nature of the patterns suggest that the transmission of the threat estimate may be a result of a local social learning process, one shared through local criminal networks as argued by Stafford and Warr (1993).

In sum, despite the initial slight over-representation of shootings observed after VUFAs, patterns seen here support the shooting-reducing capacity of police effort in the form of a VUFA arrest. After the firearm arrest and following a slight temporal lag, shootings began to calm down, as shown by the temporal and spatial drop-offs to levels significantly below expected. The calming down could represent the fading of a near-repeat shooting pattern followed by localized deterrence dynamics. Arguably implicit in the findings is that risk-related information about police actions is transmitted rapidly, but not instantaneously.

Broadly speaking, this pattern of findings highlights some of the difficulties gauging deterrence; potential impacts appear to be very short-term, very spatially limited, and differentially operative at micro-spatial scales. If this is the case or broadly elsewhere, it is unlikely that well-patterned deterrence impacts could have been uncovered in other studies using larger space and/or time lags. Even temporal increments of one-week might have conflated the initial over-representation with the subsequent significant under-representation. Likewise, even relatively small spatial units such as census block groups might have failed to differentiate these sudden changes in shooting levels. The relevant work does appear to reduce firearm violence, just not for very long time or for very far.

Turning attention to the non-significant over-representation of shootings primarily in the 1–400 feet/0 to 2 days, 1–400 feet/3 to 4 days, and 401–800 feet/0 to 2 days cells: Assuming police are reacting to specific areas characterized by a temporary flare-up of shootings, as would be expected given previous findings about near-repeat patterns of shootings in Philadelphia (Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008), and making a firearm arrest, it may be expected that high levels of violence are occurring near and soon after a VUFA. Therefore, if police officers are reacting to violence and making firearm arrests in the temporal/spatial center of a flare-up, one would expect a slightly high level of shootings.
there. In this instance, the firearm arrest is construed not as having an immediate impact to reduce firearm violence, but rather as an organizational response centered spatially and temporally on a prior shooting incident.

Limitations and Strengths

The present study sought to extend knowledge about policing and deterrence by better capturing close associations in space in time between VUFAs and shootings. The results, however, must be considered in light of important study limitations.

First, given the method used here, it would be improper to conclude that results demonstrate a direct causal link. The modified version of the Knox approach uncovers spatio-temporal patterning and determines when these patterns are significantly different from what would be expected if the events were completely independent. There is an endogeneity problem, that is, the potential for omitted and therefore unmeasured variables (see, Dietz, 2002; Duncan, Magnuson, & Ludwig, 2004). It was not possible to distinguish whether the police, other criminal justice organizations, or non-criminal justice agencies conducting operational strategies or programming might have influenced crime and the manner in which police conducted themselves over the four-year period.

More broadly, processes at higher levels of spatial or temporal aggregation may be linked to shootings over time and space (Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008) in spatially or temporally covarying ways. For example, economic growth (Becker, 1968), changing demographics (Blumstein, 2006), concentrated disadvantage (MacDonald & Gover, 2005), and expanding drug markets (Levitt, 2004) are just a few common explanations for changes in crime and shootings. Clearly, these factors can have impacts independent of police efforts to detect and remove firearms.

On the other hand, some of these broader exogenous factors may not be relevant here. These factors are often operationalized at too macro a level to synch up with the short-term changes in nearby locations considered here. Another important avenue for future research is the development of a more comprehensive micro-ecological theory about variations in shootings (Cork, 1999), and how those micro-ecological dynamics are simultaneously conditioned by but also can shift more macro-level dynamics and conditions.

Second, the current research was not able to make distinctions among various circumstances surrounding VUFAs and shootings. For example, an illegal firearms arrest made at a time and place that is highly visible and thus witnessed by others might convey a greater deterrence message than a firearms arrest that occurs in a household.

Third, the observed patterns are based on incident pairs with single initiating events. The underlying assumption is that a single VUFA can drive down later shootings but the accumulation of VUFAs might result in larger reductions...
of subsequent shooting suggestive of deterrence. Further, it is not clear what other types of arrests were happening in the same period and nearby, particularly arrests for serious crimes that involved the use of a firearm. Criminals may not distinguish among the specific types of arrests (Cornish & Clarke, 1987). An ideal approach would be to create polygons around multiple VUFAs (and potentially other arrest types) occurring close to each other in space and time, and to analyze each polygon. The currently modified program, however, does not have that capability, but examining impacts of multiple events may be a valuable avenue for future research.

One final limitation emerges from the current analytic procedure used. Given the newness of this technique, it is not certain whether Monte Carlo procedures for generating expected distributions are likely to generate an inflated experiment-wise alpha rate across an entire set of cells. In order to counterbalance this potential concern, attention was focused just on the nine cells in the three buffers and distances soonest after and closest to an initiating event, which also were the most theoretically relevant given earlier work; ratios which were not well patterned were not emphasized; and considerable attention was devoted to the patterning of the ratios within these nine cells, following Maltz's (1994) advice.

Perhaps partially mitigating these limitations is the current work’s focus on micro-level spatio-temporal patterning. Arguably the close temporal and spatial proximities of the VUFAs and shootings highlighted here—up to six days apart, and up to three blocks apart—strengthen the likelihood that the two event types are meaningfully rather than spuriously related. This idea illustrates the first law of geography, "everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things" (Tobler, 1970, p. 236). An additional strength is that the current work, in contrast to prior research using the Knox approach, takes into account the sequence of events. By doing so it narrows the range of relevant plausible causes.

Conclusion

When police made a firearm arrest, a violence prevention benefit in the form of fewer people being shot did appear after a lag. A single firearm arrest did eventually, after a couple of days, result in fewer shootings. Shootings remained (non-significantly) higher than expected immediately after an arrest, in support of previously documented near-repeat shooting patterns in Philadelphia, but following a step-like pattern, and in line with a deterrence model, dropped to significantly lower-than-expected levels.

There are, of course, serious counter-arguments to such policing procedures. For example, scholars question whether the police tactics will be racially neutral (Fagan & Davies, 2000) and whether, even with training, police are capable of carrying out searches where a high proportion of their stops, even at high gun crime times and high gun crime places, will result in a
confiscated weapon (Moss-Coane, 2006; Moss-Coane, 2008). Intrusive policing can be very tough on innocent citizens (McArdle & Erzin, 2001). But proactive policing which results in the detection of illegal firearms also, at least from the literature below, can get firearms off the street and increase safety.

Future research on police arrests for illegal possession of firearms and shootings might benefit by considering finer-grained spatial and temporal units. Data analyzed across entire cities, police districts, patrol beats, census tracts and yearly, quarterly, or monthly intervals is certainly valuable but at the same time might conflate various localized impacts, and thus obscure basic features of associations between police arrests for illegal possession of a firearm and later shootings.
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